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About This Game

EscapeVR: Trapped Above the Clouds is an 'Escape The Room' genre game which was inspired by real-life escape games
and written from the ground up as a room-scale virtual reality experience.

'Trapped Above the Clouds' is the second installment of the EscapeVR series. It is longer, larger, and more challenging than the
first game, EscapeVR: The Basement.

Your Mission

You find yourself trapped above the clouds - in a wardrobe of a mile high building which is still partly under construction.
Can you escape? Not everything seems to be working as expected. You might just have to do some construction work yourself,

or even nick some equipment from the canceled base jump event on the roof...

Explore the environment, solve puzzles, dare to do some crazy stuff, investigate clues, and find your way through a total of 3
large areas to -hopefully- escape the penthouse of this VR escape room game.

Features

Explore three distinct areas with a total of over 800 square meters, and more than 250 items to interact with.
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The game is designed for room scale and features a teleporting system.

In case you get stuck, a built-in hint system provides you with clues. You’ll also get in-game statistics about your
performance, and there are Steam achievements to unlock!

Will you take on the challenge?
Will you manage to escape - above the clouds?

Also available for VR Arcades via SpringboardVR.
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Title: EscapeVR: Trapped Above the Clouds
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Five Mind Creations, Sourcenity
Publisher:
Five Mind Creations
Release Date: 13 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or later, 64bit

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 29

Storage: 6 GB available space

English,German,French,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Thai
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God damn, this game is too good for so little of people to have enjoyed it
. An experience unlike any other. 5\/7. For $4, it's not bad, I will give it that. I would recommend it, however the fact that even
before any of this DLC was added in certain scenery and building tabs a "view DLC items only" sorter is a bit worrying, because
it'd be a real shame if a truly good game like this just turned into a mindless cash grab of constant DLC like Train Sim 2012. I'm
not saying it WILL happen, but it's still more than slightly worrying.... It's been a pretty standard tower defense game so far with
a VR flair. Been enjoying it. I want to play more before I leave a more thorough review though. At the moment, I can
recommend.

First Impression Video: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=5u2Lk8IpL2k&feature=youtu.be. Fun but a little short.. pretty
fun puzzle game i would suggest buying. It looks like it's a good game but when I played it, it was short and boring. It has terry
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Today(Sept 25/17) I was emailed by the Devs asking me to have a lookat the latest update to the game! I have done so, and am
happy I did! The quests function very well now and are easier, the targeting system works well and the game gets moving must
faster and easier. Thank you and will continue down the crossroads soon!

(First Look/Review)
OKay first off let me make this clear the game is still in early access so things can change in due time. Now I will say this is a
typical RPG game with a nice little story as all other goodies. However I did come across several annoying bugs like having to
force myself out of the game just to get out of a dialogue box on multipule occassions. I also find it rather annoying that the
quests are plenty but not easy enough to accomplish so you waste long hours just building up in the village before moving out of
it. If I could share more I would but I am still stuck in the village trying to kill 10 dodo birds in 10 seconds... LOL anyway, I
would really love to place a neutral vote on this game but I am forced to the thumbs down Maybe it will change in due time..
Really fantastic stuff here. It's a puzzler in it's own right, while still being casual enough to mess around with. Once you start
watching the ingame replays of some of the better players, it makes actually doing the harder tricks seem more achievable.
Really well put together, and beautiful graphics. Check it out.. "In the name of sin" was a just (barely) decent otome\/mystery
visual novel, similar to Dangaronpa, but with some differences in quality. The errors and mistakes of translating the game into
English is noticeable. There is no way around it. I normally can ignore typos and grammatically errors if they are kept to a
minimum, but it was hard not to notice the difference here. The second issue is the bugs. No matter if you followed the
decisions exactly, you would get a bad ending. The only way around this is if you start each chapter from the pick your chapter
option in the main menu, and start from there.

It was a little frustrating because even if I had the correct choices originally, I would literally have to go through these means
just to make sure I could finish the story properly. This is turn made it difficult to try my own luck and see where fate leads me.

Even so, the story concept is decent enough to pass my recommendation. However, if you are looking for a game that passes a
level of polish you expect a game with a price tag to provide, then I honesty have to say no. There are simply too many errors. It
is something I might expect from a free game, but not from a selling one even if the selling price is low.

If the price doesn't bug you and you are able to handle the grammar errors go for it. I just wish they'd fix those two major
issues. In all honesty, I should NOT pick not recommended just for those reasons and that is the only thing that keeps me
teetering between recommended and not recommended. But, what can I say? I liked the story concept.

I hope the producers fix the terrible English translations and that one major bug. It is really the only thing that keeps me holding
me back from saying "Yes! I absolutely recommend the game!"

But I'd feel wrong and guilty saying it just by the amount of English errors I found. Fix these issues please!. Can you buy this
pack more than once?. Call of payday

Next time we will wear astrounaut suits and get in a gunfight inside a space shuttle.. Please disable that goddamn villians. Know
your roots. If you are a fan of adventure games, you owe the King's Quest series for perfecting and popularizing captivating
storylines to compliment inventive gameplay. Its like Devo or David Bowie, you owe this series a play simply because of the
impact its had on modern gaming.. A big thanks to the developers, the new patch fixes all the problems I had in the past,
everything works great on the Oculus now.
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